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Consumed 40%
48 Days

09Sep ~ 27Oct

Consumed 200%
48 Days
27Oct ~ 14Dec

Rate increased by 160%

Location / Date:  To Kwa Wan / 9th Sept 2020
Item(s) measured:  Rivet / Production material for fire protection products

Pain points before use: Used to monitor by visual
    No way of knowing the rate of consumption
    Used to stock take by boxes unopened
    Overstocks most of the time just to be safe
    Low value item, but essential to operation
    
Reason of use:  Automated monitoring of essential materials for manufacturing
    Automatic stock level alert

Impression after use: Visualised data is very helpful
    Easy to generate reports for review
    Unexpected behaviour can be observed by data
    Notifies when stock is below threshold

Settings:   30kg> per box, stacked boxes
    Alert below 20% stock level threshold
    Daily measurement
    Lunch break 12pm automated report to email

Manufacturing - Automated stock level monitoring
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Manufacturing - Automated stock level monitoring

--- BUSINESS INTRODUCTION
We have been manufacturing curtain type Fire Damper in Hong Kong with computerized pro-
duction process. In manufacturing, other than raw materials like steel, there are metal parts 
that are essential to the production that we need to comply with standards.

--- CHALLENGES BEFORE USING SMARTMAT
Rivet is something we wanted to keep track on as it is required for manufacturing. It is not 
something that’s high in value, but it’s essential to the manufacturing process. We cannot 
make our products without it. So we’re a bit stuck in between, that something low in cost can 
end up high in cost if we don’t stock up, but it’s not worth as much to hire someone to moni-
tor full time. Here’s when I think, is there a cost effective way to keep this in track? We con-
sidered methods like Barcode and RFID, but it doesn’t work in this case because it can only 
apply to a box of Rivet, it doesn’t tell how much in a box has been used. One box can be used 
for months, so monitoring by box doesn’t make sense. So here’s where SmartMat comes in, it 
monitors by weight. Sometimes we purchase Rivet by weight, so weight makes sense for us.

SmartMat placed beneath stacked boxes of Rivet
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09Sep ~ 27Oct

Consumed 200%
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--- HOW IS SMARTMAT BEING USED?
Staff would stack boxes of Rivet on top of SmartMat. The inventory system can subtract the 
cardboard weight, so that’s a good thing. We used an A3 SmartMat because it can weigh up 
to 100kg with 100g accuracy. Each box weighs slightly above 30kg, so we can stack up to 3 
boxes at a time, but we usually only stack 2 boxes. The system will notify me through email 
once the stock drops below 20%. It will also send me a lunch break report of the current stock 
level.

--- IMPRESSION AFTER USING SMARTMAT
There’s one thing that I did not expect, is that I can observe if there’s any abnormal chang-
es in weight among the boxes of Rivet. As these are used for manufacturing fire protection 
products, so the trend should only go down and not up. If it goes up, it can be indication of 
either some Rivet returning to the stock or someone dropped something into the box. I can 
then immediately identify and address the problem. I can also use these “Big-data” to see if it 
matches up with our sales order, which is very convenient.


